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C h a p t e r  9  A s s e s s m e n t
The time has come for you to complete your
Chapter Challenge. It’s time for your
Active Physics group to put the final
touches on your science museum exhibit on
atoms. With what you learned in this
chapter, you should be ready to meet the
challenge.

You have probably already designed the
item that will be for sale at the museum
gift shop. However, before you finalize your
exhibit, carefully review all the features
that you were asked to include. You do not
want to receive a poor grade just because
you forgot to include something.

Your exhibit must:

• include distinct features of the structure
of the atom

• communicate the size and scale of the
parts of the atom

• provide information on how the atom is
held together

• capture the visitor’s attention within 30
seconds

• include written matter that will further
illuminate the concepts

• have a model, a T-shirt, a poster, a
booklet, or a toy that can be sold at the
museum store

• have a building plan and cost estimate 
for the exhibit

• include safety features

• be interactive—visitors should not 
merely read

Before you began this chapter, you and 
your classmates decided on the criteria by
which your Chapter Challenge will be
evaluated. Revisit those criteria now.

• What weight will be placed on the 
30-second criterion?

• How many points will be allocated to 
the building plan and cost?

• How much should the physics content 
be worth?

You may wish to revise your grading
system in light of what you learned in 
this chapter. The better you understand
how you will be graded, the better the
likelihood of receiving a good grade.
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